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Talk-Over plug-in is a very easy to use DSP Plugin to automatically lower the volume of
the main audio stream when you talk thorugh the microphone. The output signal of the

Voice-Over plug-in will be mixed with the main audio stream, if set to On. The volume of
the main audio stream can be lowered by a certain percentage. If you select both "Live"
and "Listen to the Music" options, Talk-Over will lower the volume of the main audio

stream when you start to speak, and will raise the volume again when you stop talking. Talk-
Over Audio Effects: ========================== Plug-in provides the following
audio effects. Talk-Over Ducking: -100% The main audio stream will be lowered when
you talk. This has the effect that your voice is heard, but you are "ducked". Talk-Over

Mixing: -100% The main audio stream is mixed with the voice stream. In this way you can
still hear both, your voice and the music. Talk-Over On/Off: -0.1% This is just a visual

representation to see whether Talk-Over is active or not. It is not a audio effect. . Special
Notes: ========================== If you set the volume of the "Main Audio

Stream" to anything less than -100%, you won't get any ducking or mixing effect. .
Installation: ========================== Extract the ZIP file and drag the Talk-
Over plug-in into your host application. After the installation, you must restart your host
application. The plug-in will be automatically loaded on startup. The plug-in has its own

preferences file, that you can access in your host application. . User Guide:
========================== You can find some instructions in the user guide for
how to use this plug-in. . How to Contact Us: ========================== You

can contact us if you have any questions about Talk-Over. Our mail address is the address
you see in the user guide. Other Information: ========================== You

can find additional information on the Talk-Over website. . Shareware
========================== You can find Talk-Over on the web. If you don't

want to buy it, you can use it in your software for free. You must agree, that you don't use
this plug
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p: -Parameter - [Default]: -No Effect NEW-FX The new-fx option accepts a format and
adds a new effect to the main FX track that you choose. The format is either the number of

the FX or the effect type. If the number is not specified, the effect type is used. fx:
[Number] fx: [Type] + fx: -FXName + a: -ArpName + v: -Voicing + r: -Reverb + m:

-Room + m: -Muffled + d: -Delay + c: -Concert + p: -Phaser + l: -LowPass + g: -Gain +
dg: -Distortion + eq: -Equalizer + sl: -Slicks + fl: -Flanger + s2m: -Subharmonic + sa:

-Sideband + mcl: -Modulator + cml: -ComplexModulator + bst: -Saturator + adb:
-AbsoluteDryBass + lcb: -LowConcertBass + lcr: -LowConcertReverb + lfl:

-LowFrequencyResonance + rcr: -HighConcertReverb + rr: -RoomReverb + hr:
-HighReverb + ssr: -SubsonicReverb + sps: 1d6a3396d6
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Talk-Over

- Talk-Over is a plug-in for Audio-Ease's eFilter software that allows you to control the
level of the voice signal and music signal. - Talk-Over controls volume automatically,
according to the contour of the talk signal. - You can select voice or music as input. - The
voice input level controls the main volume of the main audio stream, while the music input
controls the main volume of the music stream. - You can optionally merge the voice and
music signals together. - You can adjust the voice and music mix independently using the
controls on the right of the plug-in interface. - You can individually adjust the level of the
voice input and music input. - The input source controls the type of input used by the plug-
in: microphone or line-in. - Talk-Over allows you to control the level of the voice and
music streams in a range from +20 dB to -40 dB. - Talk-Over has no effect if the input
volume is lower than the output volume. - The Talk-Over effect can be used when you talk
thorugh the microphone or listen to music through the line-in. Feature Tour Mixers 1.0.8.6
Mixers Description: - Mixers is a set of 4 very useful effect plugs-ins (limiters) that allow
you to mix the input audio stream from various sources, and create an output audio stream
that contains two or three different audio sources, mixed together. - You can adjust the
relative volume of the two or three different sources to create a variety of different effects.
- You can also fade in and out between the sources at the beginning and end of the mix, to
create a very effective cross fade effect. - You can also control the exact time when each
source gets mixed into the final output, so you can add echo to a source for example. -
Mixers allows you to control the level of the individual input sources and the output. -
Mixers is a set of four different effect plugins, each with one of the four following effects:
cross fade, limit, echo and pan. You can use Mixers in combination with the four Mixer
Plug-ins that are included in this release: - Mixer 1.0.8.6.1 - Cross fade effect - Mixer
1.0.8.6.2 - Limit effect -

What's New In?

Talk-Over - Voice Mute Plugin Supported on: Windows XP and newer Windows Vista or
newer Talk-Over 1.1 is available in the subsite - download You can download the Windows
version by clicking 
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 SP1 Windows 8.1 Windows 10 Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 Unity 5.6.3f1 or
higher Intel or AMD Processor 1GB RAM DirectX 11.2 15 GB Hard Disk Space Please
Note: Install USB Driver with Storage Device in “Auto-detect” mode. Download WeChat
Desktop App Unzip the package Open.exe file to install Follow the instructions on screen
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